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Abstract  
 
Payment development has increased rapidly in recent years. A most recent development 

is contactless mobile payment systems that use NFC-enabled phones. Therefore, many 

researchers have proposed payment systems that use NFC-enabled phones in attempt to 

achieve availability, simplicity, security, and privacy in a transaction. Moreover, NFC 

can be subject to a number of attacks and more specifically a recent attack called relay 

attack. In this situation, an attacker will extend the range of communication using NFC 

devices and make an unauthorized payment with the victim’s device. This thesis proposes 

a new mobile payment system using an NFC-enabled phone. Our proposed system is 

based on POS authentication by using the ability of NFC devices to read tags, where this 

tag will contain a random message generated by the POS. The proposed system also uses 

a new cryptography approach that offers a dynamic pre-shared symmetric key 

mechanism to protect banking information.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 
 
   In recent years, the aim of payment’s systems development was to provide 

security, simplicity, and availability of customer transactions. Therefore, a number of 

payment methods were developed through the years. Figure 1.1 shows the history of the 

evolution of retail payments in Canada [2]. These methods vary in terms of the service 

provided, how secure the transaction is, and the availability of a payment method. 

However, no complete security and availability were achieved and development kept 

growing rapidly to merge new technologies to develop a secure payment method. For 

example, nowadays we have a variety of payment methods that have been merged with 

technology such as online payment, prepaid cards, mobile payment, and contactless 

payment. In the next sections we take a closer look at the new payment methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 the history of the evolution of retail payments in Canada [2]. 
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1.2 Contactless Payment 
 

Contactless payment is a technology that transfers data stored in the internal 

memory chip to a reader using a radio frequency (RF) communication channel. In 

addition, contactless smart chip communication relies on the ISO 14443 standards that 

define two types of cards (i.e. type A, and type B) and a communication distance up to 10 

cm. Contactless technology has many advantages such as simplicity, secure transaction, 

and convenience. The Contactless technology facilitates the use many applications such 

as access control and contactless payment which has been developed with contactless 

technology [1]. In 2005, contactless payment technology started to take place in payment 

systems development in North America. A year later, contactless payment technology 

became reality with the issuing of millions of contactless cards in the United States [1]. 

For example, American Express issued over two million cards with ExpressPay 

contactless payment technology and other banks issued more than five million cards with 

MasterCard PayPass contactless payment technology [1]. 

1.3 Mobile Payment 
The continuously increasing growth of developments in mobile technologies 

opened new opportunities to maximize the benefits of using mobile on a daily basis. 

Nowadays, mobile phones have great capabilities for the development of new 

applications, which are engaged in our daily lives. Moreover, mobile phones provide a 

new style of life, where the availability of many applications such as Internet browsing, 

sending and receiving e-mails, and mobile payment is essential. 

Thus, mobile payment introduced new methods of payment, which are convenient 

and available to the customer all of the time. Mobile payment is supported with many 
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mobile technologies such as Short Message Service (SMS), Wireless Application 

Protocol (WAP), and wireless communication technologies [4]. 

 

1.3.1 Application of Mobile Payment System   
In this section we will provide a summary of the most used mobile payment 

methods available as mobile applications. First, the Internet payment method uses the cell 

number to pay for products over the Internet and adds the amounts to the cell bill then 

receives a confirmation message through SMS. Second, payment for mobile commerce 

applications is used to pay for a service in a web-based application using WAP to access 

an online application, and SMS to receive a confirmation message of the payment [4]. 

This includes, for example, movie tickets applications such as MovieTickets.com [9], 

Tribute.ca [10], and cineplex.com [11]. Advantages of these methods are fast and secure 

transactions, and no additional components on the merchant side are required. A main 

disadvantage of these methods is that they only apply to fixed amount services [4]. Third, 

the Person-to-Person payment method is based on wireless communications technologies 

or WAP technology, and mainly is used to exchange money between two devices [4]. If a 

person owes you money (e.g. $200) that person can transfer that amount of money 

through a Person-to-Person payment method. An example of that service is interac.ca 

[12], where they use email to transfer money between two parties. Unfortunately, the 

down side of this method is that both parties who want to use it need to be registered with 

the same service provider [4].  
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1.3.2 NFC and Mobile Payment 
A new technology in payment system development is called contactless mobile 

payment using Near Field Communication (NFC) technology. The Near Field 

Communication (NFC) technology is used to make a contactless communication with a 

Point of Sale (POS) terminal. NFC is developed over Radio Frequency Identification 

(RIFD) standards including the ISO 14443 standards. Nowadays, mobile industry leaders 

are offering a variety of NFC-enabled phones. This makes integrating mobile payments 

with contactless payments more logical in terms of simplicity and availability. The Smart 

Card Alliance Contactless Payment Council states in their 2007 proximity payments 

paper that The convergence of payments and mobile communications is not just logical, 

it is inevitable  [5]. Many financial organizations (e.g. Visa, Master Card, American 

Express, etc.) and telecommunication companies (e.g. Verizon and T-Mobile) 

collaborated and launched this payment method using NFC technology [13]. 

1.4 Payments Security  
Security and privacy concerns started to rise because of the security threats of 

NFC technology. A security advantage of NFC is the close range of communication, 

which makes it resistant to most attacks, but since NFC is built over RIFD that makes it 

more vulnerable to similar attacks launched on RIFD [14]. A more concerning threat 

related to mobile payments is the ghost and leech attack, where the attacker will relay the 

information between a tag and a reader. Specifically, the attacker will use two NFC 

enabled devices one called ghost , to relay information from the legitimate POS to the 

second device called leech  using a communication channel. Then, the leech will relay 

that information to the legitimate card [13]. 
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1.5 Objective  
The objective of this thesis is to present a proximity payment system with a novel 

security solution. The solution aims to authenticate the POS to the phone by scanning an 

NFC tag containing a hashed message generated by the POS. Also an encryption 

mechanism is used to secure the sensitive data (i.e. banking information) that had been 

transferred during the transaction. The goal of the proposed system is to enhance the 

privacy and security in current proximity payment systems. 

 

 1.6. Organization of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses background, 

related work, and proposed proximity payment systems from other publications. Chapter 

3 presents the motivation of this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the framework of the 

proposed system and its resistance to the relay attack. Chapter 5 presents the 

implementation of the proposed system as well as analyzing the experimental results and 

security aspects of the proposal. Chapter 6 will conclude the thesis and discuss possible 

future work. 
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Chapter 2 Background and Related Work 
 

2.1 Background 
 

2.1.1 Contactless Payment System and Mobile Payment System 
Contactless smart chip technology has been used for a variety of systems such as 

access control and contactless payment. The contactless smart chip technology runs over 

radio frequency communication (i.e. RIFD or NFC), where it uses a small memory chip 

to store sensitive data needed and has an antenna to communicate with a radio frequency 

interface [1]. Contactless payment is a popular application of contactless technology, 

which has been implemented for credit cards to provide secure, simple, and fast 

transactions.  

Mobile phones are spreading widely and rapidly around the world, and they are 

becoming one of the most important aspects of our lives. Nowadays, mobile phones are 

used for a number of applications such as SMS, and WAP. Thus, mobile payment 

applications have become a logical step to combine both technologies (mobile payment 

and contactless payment) as developed by both the mobile industry and the finance 

industry [5]. Both industries have developed a number of applications using mobile 

phones  existing applications. Moreover, the proximity mobile payment using NFC is 

rapidly spreading, where a customer will use NFC-enabled phones to make a payment at 

the Point of Sale (POS), using a radio frequency interface [15]. 
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2.1.2 Near Field Communication (NFC) 
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a subset technology relies on Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) standards. RFID is a wireless technology used to identify objects. It 

consists of a tag, a reader, and a backend server. The tag is a microchip that contains a 

unique identification number. The reader can read the tag from few millimeters up to a 

hundred meters. After the reader obtains the tag s unique ID, the reader sends it to the 

backend server for further processing [45].  

Near Field communication (NFC) is a short range wireless communication technology 

that operates on 13.56 MHz frequency with a data transfer speed up to 242 Kbit/s. NFC is 

based on the smart card standards ISO 14443, which makes it compatible to emulate the 

current contactless smart cards. Furthermore, NFC made the transferring of data between 

two devices simple and secure, when the communication range is less than 4cm 

[8][15][17]. The comparison to other wireless communication technologies is shown in 

Figure 2.1 [18]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 is showing comparison of the wireless technologies data rates and ranges [18]. 

 

In recent years, NFC technology is deployed in a number of smart phones such as Google 

Nexus, Samsung Galaxy, and BlackBerry Bold 9790. NFC-enabled phones have a built 
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in NFC-chip and antenna, which enables the phone to transmit information to another 

NFC device. Moreover, the NFC-enabled phone is able to act as a contactless card, and 

functions also in a reader mode. Therefore, smart phones with NFC capabilities have a 

great potential to be used for several areas such as payments, healthcare applications, and 

ticketing in the transportation systems [19]. 

 

2.1.3 NFC- Enabled Phone Operating Modes 
The NFC-enabled phone can operate in three modes. Each one of these modes 

will serve a different propose depending on the user’s needs. In the next sections we will 

describe briefly the function of the three modes. Figure 2.2 shows the different NFC 

operating modes [17]. 

2.1.3.1 Reader Mode 
In the reader mode the NFC-enabled smart phone is used to read and write data 

over NFC passive tags. The phone will send a power signal to the tag, and starts one-way 

communication from the active device to the passive device. An example of this mode, is 

an NFC tag attached to a poster, where a person can gather information about that poster 

from the tag using the reader mode [8][19]. 

2.1.3.2 Peer-to-Peer Mode 
In the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) mode NFC technology is used to communicate with 

another NFC-enabled device through radio frequency. After this, a communication 

channel is established to transfer data between the two devices [8][19]. An example of 

this mode will be transferring pictures between two NFC-enabled phones through the 

established communication channel.  
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2.1.3.2 Card Emulation Mode  
This mode will allow the phone to act as a contactless card based on ISO 14443 

standards. If the mode is active, an external reader will not differentiate between a phone 

and a contactless card [8][19]. This mode will able the phone to be used in a number of 

systems such as access control and payment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 NFC operating modes [17]. 

 

2.1.4 NFC Architecture in Smart Phones 
A part of the NFC architecture in the smart phone is a secure element, which will 

enable it to operate in card emulation mode. The secure element is used to store sensitive 

information securely. The secure element can be implemented as either a hardware 
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module (i.e. embedded hardware, or Universal integrated circuit card UICC), or a 

software-based secure element. Beside the secure element, NFC architecture has two 

more parts the NFC controller and the host controller. The NFC controller is an analog 

digital converter that converts the signals transferred over a proximity connection to the 

secure element and the host controller. The host controller is used to enable authorized 

applications to exchange data with the secure element. Figure 2.3 illustrates the 

architecture of an integrated NFC within smart phones [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 NFC architecture in smart phones [8]. 

 

2.1.5 NFC-Enabled Phone Payment 
With the increasing use of NFC-enabled mobile phones, financial organizations 

have started to provide proximity mobile payment service using NFC-enabled phones to 

consumers. A payment application (e.g. American Express ExpressPay, Discover Zip, 

MasterCard PayPass, and Visa payWave) is installed in an NFC-enabled phone and it is 

personalized with account information issued by the customer s bank or finance 
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organization. Simply, the customer uses the application by taping the phone to the POS 

terminal in order to send the information needed to complete the transaction. For example 

In the US, Google and a group of mobile carriers called Isis are launching payment 

applications using NFC-enabled smart phones [15].   

Essentially, any payment system is formed by three factors: customer, a merchant, 

and a financial service provider. Moreover, a more advanced payment system will 

contain additional factors such as mobile operator and application provider. Figure 2.4 

shows the number of stakeholders who may be involved in the payment system [5]. For 

example, Google is providing a payment application (i.e. Google Wallet) with 

MasterCard PayPass service into the payment system to enable the customer to use their 

phone to pay for goods. Mobile carriers like Isis group who are collaborating with 

American Express are using a payment application in the secure element to be used for 

payment [15][5].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Mobile Payment Stakeholders [5]. 

Many of the mobile payment applications in NFC-enabled smartphones need either an 

embedded secure element to emulate the contactless card, or a SIM card from the mobile 

carrier that includes a secure element. Usually a transaction coming through NFC 
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interface is handled by the secure element and no unauthorized applications are involved. 

Authorized applications can communicate with the secure element after a transaction to 

be notified about the transaction state [20].   

However, Google Android introduced a new service called Host Card Emulation 

(HCE) to emulate a card without the need of the secure element.  The new service will 

enable any application to emulate a card and manage the security of sensitive data [20]. 

Moreover, HCE service will enable the application to communicate directly with the 

external reader. For example in a case of payment, the data is transmitted through NFC 

controller to a running application over the host CPU. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 illustrate both 

methods for emulating a card in smart phones [20]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.5 NFC card emulation without a secure element [20]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6 NFC card emulation with a secure element [20]. 

 

Since the HCE is provided as a service by the operating system, the service will be 

running in the background of the operating system. Therefore, the user only needs to tap 
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the phone to the terminal in order to select the correct HCE service for completing a 

transaction. An HCE service will have a number of payment applications, each one 

defined by an Application ID (AID). A group of AIDs are defined into categories, for 

example all payment applications such as Visa, and MasterCard will be defined in the 

payment category. The NFC reader needs to select one of these AIDs most of these are 

reserved and known to the public, in order to communicate with an HCE service that 

handles the selected AID [20]. 

Moreover, security and privacy plays an important role in the payment industry. The 

next section will discuss the security threats to the NFC technology in general, and then 

related security concerns to NFC-enabled mobile payment system. 

 

2.1.6 NFC Security Threats  
Since NFC is used to make payments in mobile phones, security issues raise more 

concerns among consumers. In the payment system NFC technology is used to transfer 

sensitive data between a card and a reader with limited security standards provided by 

NFC specifications. This makes NFC a common target to a number of attacks. Moreover, 

due to the similarity between RFID and NFC, most of the attacks on RFID are applicable 

on the NFC [21].  In this section we will briefly overview the security threats shared that 

RFID and NFC face. 

 

Due to the NFC being built with RFID standards, it inherits a number of security 

threats that targets RFID. The following is a summary of security threats related to both 

technologies: 
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- NFC-enabled mobile phones and NFC tags are vulnerable to an unauthorized 

reading attack. In this attack an attacker will target the information stored in a tag 

or an NFC device, by using an NFC device in the reader mode. For example this 

threat will become a high-risk when an attacker will attempt to target sensitive 

information like data used in payment, such as credit card information [21] [8]. 

- A Falsification of content attack usually will target information stored inside an 

NFC device or an NFC tag and forge that information. For example an attacker 

might attempt to tamper with the ID of an emulated card to disable it [21] [8].  

- The risk of an eavesdropping attack is quite low, since the required communication 

distance to allow transferring data is less than 4 cm, which makes launching an 

eavesdropping attack on NFC device a low possibility. However, there are attacks 

that applicable such as replay attacks, where the attacker will replay the captured 

information from the card or device being simulated to the NFC reader. Another 

applicable attack is the relay attack, where an attacker will place rogue devices in a 

close range to the targeted NFC devices. An attacker will relay the data by using 

two NFC devices, which are connected to each other via a communication channel. 

An example of an environment to launch this attack will be in the payment 

systems, where the attacker will make a payment with the victim s card [21] [8].  

2.1.7 Relay Attack 
 One of the recent worrisome attacks on RFID and NFC is the relay attack (i.e. 

Ghost and Leech attack). A relay attack will take advantage of NFC-enabled devices  

features and extend the range of the wireless communication channel. An attacker will 
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need three components to successfully launch the attack against a system that uses NFC 

or RFID technology. The components are as follows:  

- A NFC- enabled device acting as reader (i.e. leech) Placed in close range with the 

victim card or phone that emulates a smart card, 

- A NFC-enabled device to emulate a smart card (i.e. ghost) that is used to 

communicate with the legitimate reader, and 

- A communication channel between these two NFC-enabled devices (e.g. Wi-Fi, 

and Bluetooth). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Relay attack setup with two NFC-devices [22]. 

 

An attacker will need to get the leech device into a range that enables the leech device to 

start a communication channel with the victim s card or phone. Meanwhile, the ghost 

device will be used as a card to communicate with a reader (i.e. Point of Sale (POS) 

terminal, and access control reader) First, the ghost device will start communicating with 

the reader, and then transferring any commands sent by the legitimate reader to the leech 

device. Next, the leech device sends the received commands to the victim s card or phone 

and waits for a response. The victim s card responds to these commands, where it thinks 

communication is established with the legitimate reader, with the required information 

sent to the leech device. Last, the ghost device forwards the received responses to the 
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legitimate reader. Figure 2.7 shows the relay (ghost and leech attack) setup 

[22][23][24][25][26]. 

 This scenario of the relay attack requires a physical contact with the victim s 

device or card. Therefore, a second version of the attack is software-based and was 

proposed [22] to target the victim s phone (i.e. emulating a card). In this scenario an 

attacker will develop a phone application to access the information stored in the secure 

element. This application will obtain authorized access through the application processor. 

This process is called an internal interface communication. Figure 2.8 illustrates the 

software-based relay attack and commands relaying in this scenario [22]. 

 

Figure 2.8 Software-based Relay Attack [22]. 

 

Furthermore, a practical implementation of the software-based relay attack was 

launched on the Google Wallet payment system [22], where the author used an NFC-

enabled phone with Android 2.3.4 as an operating system, and the Google Wallet 

installed on it. The Google wallet application uses EMV (i.e. Europay, MasterCard, and 

Visa) payment standards. The author also developed a relay application (i.e. java-based 

Android application) to act as leech app. The application was installed on the NFC-
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enabled phone to communicate with the secure element requesting the information 

needed from a remote server that was connected to the card emulator. A TCP connection 

was established and managed by the relay app. The card was emulated using NFC-reader 

(ACS ACR 122U NFC reader) that is able to operate in the card emulation mode. This 

reader was connected to a desktop application developed and installed using a notebook 

computer. As a result, the author was able to launch this version of the attack with 

publicly available tools that can be acquired by an attacker at a cost of $400 to $500 [22]. 

In addition, many authors have implemented a practical relay attack on a smart 

card that relies on ISO 14443 standards such as [23] [25]. The risk of launching a relay 

attack on the currently existing proximity systems (e.g. NFC-enabled phone payment 

system, and control access system) is quite high. This is due to simplicity and 

affordability of lunching the attack, and that no application-level cryptography will 

prevent the relay attack [22].  

As the focus of this thesis is preventing the relay attack, the next section will discuss 

the proposed payment systems that use the NFC enabled phone and their vulnerability to 

the relay attack. Moreover, counter measures will be analyzed to provide solutions to 

prevent the relay attack. 

2.2 Related Work 
The focus of this thesis is to propose an NFC-enabled mobile payment protocol, 

which is resistant to the relay attack. This section will discuss five proposed NFC-enabled 

phone payment systems, and analyze the proposed counter measures to prevent this type 

of attack. 
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2.2.1 Proposed NFC-Enabled Phone Payment Systems  
The first system, called mFerio, was proposed by [27]. This system is a P2P 

mobile payment system using NFC technology. In this system a user will make a 

payment using two NFC-enabled devises, which are not connected to a backend server, 

based on the digital cash concept. The authors claim their system will provide more 

security and usability than the cash based payment system. The two claims are based on 

using NFC technology and the availability provided by the mobile payment system. In 

terms of security, the proposed system relies on two aspects, the physical security aspect 

and the user security aspect. First, the physical security aspect is defined as using an 

embedded secure storage with the phone (i.e. the secure element) to store data needed for 

a transaction, and authenticating the user. The authentication is required from users to 

authenticate themselves to the mobile phone before making a payment. The authors did 

not specify any authentication mechanisms to be used, but they gave examples such as 

graphical passwords, PIN codes, or biometric-based mechanisms. Second, the user 

security aspect relies on the user s awareness of any attack being launched, where the 

system is designed to enable the user to clearly detect any malicious acts and the user will 

be aware of the device that it is communicating with. Moreover, the system uses a Two-

Touch payment protocol. The first touch is used to exchange identifying information to 

ensure both devices identify themselves to each other. Then, the second touch is used to 

finalize the transaction.  

According to the authors, the proposed system provides a secure transaction using the 

secure element, a two-touch payment protocol, and an authentication mechanism. We can 

see this system does not prevent the relay attack since using the secure element will make 

a system vulnerable to the relay attack, as mentioned in section 2.1.3 [22].  Moreover, 
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this system is not reliable because of the complexity that is being added through the 

number of steps needed to complete a transaction. 

 
 

The second proposed protocol by Kadambi, Li, and Karp [28]. This protocol is based 

on the NFC-enabled mobile payment system that uses EMV payment standards. The 

protocol uses the secure element to issue a payment authorization token for a merchant 

and sends it over to the bank server to claim the payment. The aim of the protocol is to 

protect sensitive information from being publicly sent over the communication channel 

that can be tampered with. A public key infrastructure (PKI) is being deployed in the 

protocol, where at least a pair of keys needs to be stored in the secure element.  

The authors assume their protocol provides end-to-end secure transaction with the use 

of payment authorization tokens to protect sensitive data over public networks. 

Moreover, they deployed a cryptography mechanism (i.e. PKI) in the secure element of 

the phone to issue these tokens. However, the authors did not provide a solution against 

relay attack, and the use of the secure element will make the protocol vulnerable to this 

type of attack. In addition, using application-level cryptography will not prevent the 

attack, because of the way that the attack is relaying the information [22]. 

The third proposed protocol was by W. Chen et al. [29]. This protocol uses the Global 

System for Mobile Communications (GSM) network authentication to secure a 

transaction. In this protocol both the user s phone and the POS terminal have to be 

registered to the same Mobile Operator (MO). The authors offer to use a triple 

authentication mechanism that uses a pre-shared key stored in the secure element (i.e. 

SIM card) in the phone with MO. The key is then used to generate a signed message 
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called S using A3 algorithm and session key Kc to be used to authenticate the phone. The 

protocol has four steps to complete a transaction. A summary for these steps is as 

follows:  

- The first step is the initial setup for both the phone and the POS terminal for those 

who wish to operate with this protocol. Both the phone and the POS terminal will 

receive a shared key with the MO. 

- The second step is a visual price check from the user and the user agrees on the 

total. The total price presented by the POS terminal.  

- The third step is the authentication. First, the user s phone will send the 

identification information to the MO through a POS to prove that the phone and 

the POS are running under the same MO. The MO will authenticate the phone and 

the POS by looking up the corresponding authentication information for both. 

Second, the MO will generate a random number R using the pre-shared key with 

the phone, and send it to the phone. Third, the phone needs to generate R with Kc 

using algorithm A8, and generate message S by using the pre-shared key with 

algorithm A3. Fourth, the phone will send back the generated R encrypted with 

h(S) (i.e. S1) to verify itself to the MO. Fifth, the MO will generate S1 in the same 

way and checks if the received message is a match. Finally, the MO will verify 

the POS by sending an encrypted message with the same pre-shared key with the 

POS. The message contains a session key used to secure the transaction between 

the phone and the POS.  

- The last step is transaction execution where the phone and the POS will use the 

session key generated in the previous step. A request of the payment information 
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PI is sent from the POS to the phone. The PI contains a time stamp TS along with 

receipt number, total price, and a transaction counter to prevent the replay attack.  

Then the phone will encrypt that information and sends it back to the POS then to 

the MO. Next, the balance of the user s account is checked by the MO to 

determine a successful or failed transaction.  

An improved version of this protocol presented by Saeed [30]. This optimized version 

offers a new security layer that requires a user s interaction. The author introduced a new 

step to the protocol that will be executed before the transaction execution step. That step 

is PIN code verification where the user needs to verify the PIN code with the secure 

element. Also a fresh new set of keys is being generated in this step to be used in the next 

step of the protocol. According to the author, this step will add random aspect to the 

original protocol where that will increase the level of security and resistance of the 

protocol toward attacks. 

Despite both protocols providing a secure transaction and preventing the replay attack, 

both of them do not offer a protection against the relay attack. Moreover, the use of the 

secure element to store the pre-shared key in the phone might not be the optimal solution 

for the security of key storage [22]. According to W. Chen et al. and Saeed the protocol 

will require a level of trust from the customers to let the MO handle their sensitive 

information, which may raise the concern of information privacy. Also, this protocol will 

add more complexity to the concept of NFC-mobile phone payment (i.e. tap and pay) 

compared to other payment systems  simplicity. 
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The fifth protocol presented by Husni et al. [31]. This protocol is based on the 

capabilities of NFC-enabled phones to operate in different modes. A user will need to 

scan the tags of the products in order to buy them by using the reader mode in the NFC-

enabled phone. Next, the user will provide the total amount to the POS to complete the 

transaction. Both the user s phone and the POS will generate a similar key using secret 

variables received from a third trusted party. The execution of a transaction in this 

protocol is divided into two types Micropayment (i.e. up to $10), and Macropayment (i.e. 

more than $10).  The Micropayment is an offline payment mode where no third party is 

needed to provide the account number for a customer. On the other hand, the 

Macropayment will need a third party to complete a transaction in the form of providing 

the customer s account number. Both types will need session key agreement at the start of 

a transaction; these keys will be generated using the identification information for both 

the phone and the POS. keys are then sent to each other along with payment status, which 

is either accepted or rejected for verification.  

According to the authors the use of a symmetric encryption mechanism will prevent a 

number of attacks. However as mentioned before, the application-level cryptography will 

not prevent the relay attack since it only used to send data from the POS to the phone 

without altering it [22]. 

2.2.2 Relay Attack Counter Measures 
Since, the relay attack cannot be prevented using an application-level encryption, a 

number of counter measures have been proposed in the NFC-mobile payment system to 

overcome the relay attack. In this section the thesis will analyze the most highlighted 

solutions by a number of publications. 
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 2.2.2.1 Location Detection Based Service 
Finding the location information of a phone is an approach that many researchers have 

taken an interest in. The protocols introduced in this approach tend to use the resources of 

the phone to collect accurate location information of it, and then verify that phone by 

matching the location information with the POS. A location can be collected by a number 

of technologies such as the global positioning system (GPS), the use of GSM network, or 

by using sounds and light sensors for both the phone and the POS reader.  

A security protocol was presented by Francis et al. [32] which was based on using 

divided graphical access zones for a number of services. Then, based on the location of 

the phone the MO will grant the user an access ticket to that zone service. For example a 

mall having a number of shops will use the same zone for their services, and an access to 

those services is given based on the location of the user s phone. If a user wants to make a 

payment inside those zones, the phone needs to authenticate its location with the mobile 

network. Then the MO will send a privileged access ticket for that absolute zone to the 

phone. That ticket includes phone ID, time stamp, random number, and privileged access 

to the zone. According to the authors using the random number will prevent the replay 

attack, and using the authentication mechanism will prevent the long-range relay attack 

(i.e. when the victim is out of the zone). Moreover, to overcome the short-range version 

of the attack they propose a chain of trust. In that, the mobile device will prove their 

location and proximity of the POS with other near devices. This chain needs the notify 

users to any malicious activities from other devices. 

Thus, this protocol can prevent the long-range and short-range relay attack, still it 

needs the resources to provide the accurate location of the phone and the involvement of 
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the users to make a secure transaction. This will add more complexity to the payment 

system, and raise concerns about the users  location privacy. 

 

Another protocol proposed by Halevi et al. [33] uses ambient sensor data such as data 

collected using light and sound sensors. The aim of this protocol is to use the collected 

data to detect the location information of both the POS and the phone and verify the 

proximity of the phone to the POS. The collected ambient data from a phone need to 

match the data collected from a POS at the time of the transaction by the bank server. The 

authors specify a shared key between the bank and the phone to encrypt the location 

information, to prevent a rogue reader from tampering with the information. The authors 

tested this protocol by capturing the ambient data of different environments (e.g. 

restaurant, library, coffee shop, and supermarket), and they found that the results of most 

environments are not similar.  

According to the authors, their approach manages to prevent the relay attack and they 

detected the inconsistency of collected data during the attack. Moreover, this approach 

does not violate the privacy of a user s location, since the used data does not illustrate a 

specific place. However, the attack is possible in a scenario where the victim is in a place 

similar to another place that the attacker wants to make a payment in. In this case the 

chance of both the victim s phone and the targeted POS generating a similar ambient data 

is very high. Moreover, an attacker trying to generate the same ambient data around a 

victim is possible. 
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2.2.2.2 Transaction Time Bounding 
This counter measure is basically restricting the transaction time needed to 

successfully complete it. By this restriction the relay attack will be prevented because of 

the added delay in a transaction during the attack. However, this counter measure is not 

applicable to the ISO 14443 standards. In the specification of the ISO 14443 standards, 

the frame waiting time FWT can be set up to 4.95 seconds. In the attack scenario, an 

attacker could request a FWT of up to 4.9 seconds, which means the attacker will have 

plenty of time to perform the relay attack. Moreover, restricting the time of a transaction 

will eliminate the use of cloud-based payment applications using NFC-enabled phones, 

and that is due to the added time from communicating with the application cloud [22] 

[34] [35]. 

2.2.2.3 Other Counter Measures  
A number of other counter measures were introduced to either prevent the attack 

or increase the attack time to exceed the time limit (i.e. 4.95 seconds). A number of 

publications suggested the use of a Faraday Cage (e.g. aluminum foil) to cover the smart 

card or the phone, so they will not be readable by a rogue reader. This suggestion might 

not be the optimal solution, where a user may forget to encase the phone or the card with 

the Faraday Cage [21][22] [36]. Moreover, adding a PIN code to the application and the 

card emulated by the phone is intended to verify the ownership of a phone and card; 

however an attacker might be able to listen in on the transaction from the victim s phone 

and then get the PIN code [22]. Last, disabling internal mode communication for the 

payment applets is a counter measure that will not fully prevent the attack. Most likely 

the software version of the attack will be prevented, but not the physical version of it 

[22].  
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2.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed the background of contactless payment and mobile 

payment along with development of mobile payment using NFC-enabled phones. We 

also took a closer look into the security threats on NFC-enabled mobile payments and 

NFC technology in general. Finally, we presented some of the proposed payment 

protocols and analyzed each protocol s advantages and disadvantages. We also presented 

the most recognized counter measures to prevent the relay attack and analyzed their 

reliability. In the next chapter, we will present the motivation and the objectives of the 

proposed protocol in this thesis.  
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Chapter 3 Research Focus  
 

In this chapter we will discuss the motivation of this thesis, where we will explore 

the factors needed to develop a payment system. Then, we explain the objectives of this 

thesis to overcome and achieve the goals of the NFC-enabled phone payment systems. 

 

3.1 Motivation 
In the proximity payment system there are at least two entities (i.e. card, and 

reader). The two entities complete the payment system, where a transaction is done in a 

secure and a simple way.  The NFC-enabled mobile payment system is the most recent 

development in payment systems. In this system a reader and an emulated card with the 

phone are exchanging data through a wireless communication channel (i.e. NFC wireless 

communication technology). Moreover, NFC is a sub technology of RFID and based on 

ISO 14443 standards, which means this payment system faces a number of security 

threats inherited from RFID and ISO 14443. One of the most explored security threats is 

a relay attack (i.e. ghost and leech attack). This attack is robust to the application-level 

cryptography solutions, and this is because of the attack is transferring (i.e. relaying) 

information between the two entities (i.e. legitimate POS, and legitimate phone) without 

altering the transferred information. Both entities have no knowledge that they are 

communicating with each other [22]. Thus, counter measures were proposed as solutions 

(i.e. discussed in section 2.2.1.2) to prevent this attack.  

As a result of analyzing these counter measures we found that location privacy, 

reliability, and applicability are their main issues. Therefore, this thesis aims to propose a 
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new payment system that uses NFC-enabled phones to prevent relay attacks and 

overcome the issues discussed above. The proposed system is not suitable for the RFID 

systems; because of the RFID cannot be a reader and a contactless card at the same time. 

In addition, contactless technology is not compatible with the proposed system because it 

cannot read a NFC-tag. 

3.2 Objective 
Motivated by the vulnerability of current payment system using NFC-enabled 

phones and the proposed NFC-mobile payment systems by other publications (discussed 

in section 2.2.1.1). The objective of this thesis is to propose a robust system against the 

related security threats and especially a relay attack. Moreover, the proposed system will 

overcome the limitations in the proposed counter measures (i.e. location privacy, 

reliability, and applicability). The proposed system will focus on: 

- Detecting the location of a customer by ensuring that the customer is in a 

proximity to the POS in order to make a payment without the need for actual 

location information (i.e. collected by GPS, or GSM).  

- Authenticating the POS reader to the phone to prevent a rogue reader from 

tampering with the communication.  

- A dynamic symmetric key pre-shared for the first time only between the phone 

and the bank server.  

- Only the phone and the bank server generate a hashed dynamic message used as 

signature to authenticate each other. 

- A cloud-based payment application to securely store the information needed to 

complete a transaction. 
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3.3 Summary 
This chapter presented the motivation of this thesis, which is the lack of security 

in preventing the relay attack in other proposed payment systems and current payment 

systems using NFC technology. We presented also, the objective of this thesis where a 

new NFC-mobile payment system is proposed. This system will overcome the security 

threats of other NFC-mobile payment systems and the limitations of the counter 

measures. The next chapter will present the framework of the proposed NFC-mobile 

payment system. 
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Chapter 4 Proposed Framework 
 

In this chapter we will present the framework for the proposed NFC-enabled 

mobile payment system. The novelty of this system is authenticating the POS reader to 

the phone using a new location detection mechanism. Moreover, a new approach of 

encryption will be used to securely transfer sensitive data from the phone to the bank 

server through the POS reader. The data is encrypted using a dynamic symmetric key, 

which is shared at the application setup phase for one time only. Finally, a transaction is 

completed if the bank server successfully generates a hashed message using the shared 

key and matches it with the message generated in the same way at the phone side.  

 

4.1 Assumptions 
 The following assumptions are needed for the proposed system: 

- The communication between the phone and the application server is secure 

enough to transfer data between the phone and the application server. 

- The application server has the resources needed to perform the encryption 

mechanism used. 

- The sensitive data and the shared key are stored securely in the application server.  

- The application server and the bank server communication channel is secure to 

transfer data between them, also to share the key for the first time. 

- The POS reader and the bank server communication channel transfer data 

securely between them. 
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4.2 Proposed System Architecture  
 

 As mentioned previously the NFC-mobile payment system will consist of a phone 

to emulate the card, a POS reader, and a bank server. In the proposed system we 

introduce a new entity to the architecture of the NFC-mobile payment system, which 

is an NFC tag to be used in the location detection mechanism. A cloud-based 

application server is used to manage the computations of the encryption process and to 

store sensitive data securely. Figure 4.1 describes the architecture of the proposed 

system. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 the architecture of the proposed system. 

 

The bank server will store information for each customer’s phone in its 

database; that information is represented as follow: 
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Act#: is the user account number that is given randomly by the 

bank server to the customers. 

Ki: is the shared key, generated randomly for the first time at the 

bank server then shared with the application server. 

Sign.: is a hashed message being generated by hashing the 

encrypted account number with Ki. 

The application cloud will store the same information as the bank server. 

Moreover, the Ki is updated every transaction where both servers (i.e. the bank server, 

and the application server) will update the key at their sides without communicating with 

each other. The new cryptography approach provides this feature in the encryption or 

decryption process. The update process uses the encrypted message to generate the new 

key. In the same way, the sign. message is updated every transaction.  

The POS reader will generate a random hashed message called StoreID, that will 

be stored in both the POS reader as well as the NFC tag.  

     

4.3 Proposed System Phases 
 In order for the proposed system to function, three phases need to be followed. 

We assume the setup phase is already finished and the initial key was shared along with 

the account number provided by the bank server to the user.  

4.3.1 Phase One  
The first phase is executed by the store side. The workflow of this phase is as follows: 

1- Generating the hashed StoreID at the POS reader. 

2- Writing the hashed message into the NFC tag. 
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The POS reader needs to generate the hashed StoreID by using a randomly generated 

number and the reader ID. The random number is 32-bytes long, where it is generated 

from a set of 32 characters. Each character is randomly chosen from a pool that contains 

the lower case of letters from a to f and the numbers from 0 to 9. This process generates 

the random number and it is unique for each store. The total number of possible random 

numbers is 3216, which makes it sufficient to generate a unique number. Then, the 

StoreID will be generated using the logical exclusive-OR operation XOR with the 

random number and the Reader ID. The result of that is used in a hash function to 

generate the hashed message. The hash function is used to strengthen the message and 

makes it difficult to tamper with or generate the same message. Table 4.1 shows the 

generating process of the hashed StoreID. The generating of the hashed message is 

represented by the following equation: 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 shows the StoreID generating process. 

 

Input: String Pool = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,a,b,c,d,e,f}; 

ReaderID; 

Output: StoreID; 

Process: For = 1 to 32{ 

Choose a random character form Pool, Store it in Rand}; 

Generate message = Rand XOR ReaderID; 

StoreID = Hash Function (messgae); 
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In the second step, the POS reader is an NFC-enabled device that is able to write 

the generated StoreID in the NFC tag and store the same message inside the internal 

memory. The NFC tag can then be placed next to the POS reader. This phase is executed 

once every day by the POS reader, which will keep the randomness factor of the message 

fresh and make it difficult to tamper with. Figure 4.2 shows the steps of the First Phase.  

  

Figure 4.2 Phase one process. 

  

4.3.2 Phase Two 
The second phase needs user interaction. As we mentioned previously the NFC-

enabled phone can operate in three modes, and one of them is the reader mode where a 

phone can read the content of an NFC tag and process it. Therefore, this phase requires 

the user to scan the NFC tag (i.e. placed next to the POS reader) in order to collect the 

StoreID, and store it securely on the phone. The importance of this phase is to verify the 

proximity of the phone to the reader. Later in Phase Three this message will be used to 

match it with the same message stored in the POS reader memory. As simple as it seems, 
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the function of this phase is crucial to the process of preventing the relay attack. Figure 

4.3, shows the steps needed for Phase Two. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Phase Two process. 

 

4.3.3 Phase Three 
After the first two phases, a customer needs to tap the phone to the POS reader.  This 

phase consists of three steps, which are as follows: 

1- Authenticating the POS reader to the phone and verifying the proximity of the 

phone. 

2- Encrypting the ACT# and a new Ki will be generated. 

3- Authenticating the phone to the bank server and a new Ki will be generated. 

 

In communication between the NFC-enabled phone and the reader, messages called 

APDU (i.e. Application Protocol Data Unit) commands will be exchanged. The APDU 

command is a byte array message that is used to transfer the information. At the start of 
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communication between a phone and a reader in the NFC-mobile payment system a 

select command will be sent from the POS to the phone application. This APDU 

command called PPSE (Proximity Payment Service Environment) select command. This 

command is used to request the phone applet to send a list of the available payment 

applications. Then, an application is selected by its ID. That is the Application ID (AID), 

an AID consists of up to 16 bytes. A phone application might support a number of 

payment services by having a set of AIDs (e.g. MasterCard AID, Visa AID, and Gift 

Card AID). The AID is reserved for each payment card issuer and only used for that 

payment service. Figure 4.4 shows the overall process of this phase.  

 

Figure 4.4 shows the overall process of Phase 3. 

4.3.3.1 Phase 3.1 
After selecting the correct AID, a second APDU will be sent by the POS reader to the 

phone containing the StoreID stored in the reader from the first phase. A phone will 

match both messages received from the POS reader and the scanned message from the 

NFC tag in phase two. At this point we have three scenarios, which are based on the 
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result of a message matching process. Figure 4.5 shows the flowchart of the phase 3.1 

process. The three scenarios are as follows:  

- If the messages match, the phone will ensure the POS reader has generated both 

messages. Moreover, matching the messages will ensure that the phone is in close 

range to the POS reader because the phone needs to get a copy of the message 

from the NFC tag (i.e. located next to the POS reader).  

- If the messages do not match, in this case a phone will respond with a fail of 

execution response to the POS reader. As a result, the phone will reject any 

further commands and deactivate the service (i.e. Host Card Emulation service). 

This scenario may occur if the stored value does not match with the received one; 

that might be another StoreID or an attacker tampered with the StoreID stored in 

the NFC-tag.  

- A phone will reject further commands and deactivate the service, if the message 

does not exist at the phone side. Which means that the user did not scan the NFC 

tag, or the phone is not in proximity range of the POS reader. In the first case the 

cashier will ask the user to scan the tag first in order for the transaction to go 

through. Otherwise, it is the second case, where there is a suspicion of a relay 

attack being launched on the victim’s device. Either way, the phone has a 

mechanism as explained to prevent the transaction from being completed.  

 

In summary, this step is very important to resist the relay attack. The reader was able 

to authenticate itself to the phone by sending the generated StoreID. The phone also, was 
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able to prevent the attack by matching the messages and act based on the result of the 

matching process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the flowchart of the phase 3.1 workflow. 

 

4.3.3.2 Phase 3.2 
 If the message matching result is successful (in phase 3.1), a third APDU will be 

sent after receiving the successful matching response from the phone. The third APDU is 

the get processing command, where the POS reader will request the phone to provide 

ACT# in order to complete the transaction. The phone, after receiving the command will 

send the request to the application cloud server.  

The cloud application server will encrypt the ACT# information and generate the 

new encryption key Ki during the encryption process, then store it to be used in the next 
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transaction. Next, the application’s cloud server will generate the sign. message by 

hashing the encrypted ACT# message. Finally, the application’s cloud server will send the 

encrypted ACT# concatenated with sign. message to the POS reader through the phone’s 

application. 

4.3.3.3 Phase 3.3 
Lastly, the POS reader will send the payment information along with the message 

received from the phone to the customer’s bank server. The bank server, in its role, will 

authenticate the phone by matching sign. message with its database. In this phase the 

bank server first needs to authenticate the phone by matching the sign. message generated 

from the phone. The authentication has two scenarios, which are explained as follows: 

- If the sign. messages match, the application server will retrieve the corresponding 

Ki to decrypt the encrypted message to get the ACT#. Then, the bank server will 

match the ACT# with corresponding ACT# in the database to verify the integrity 

of the encrypted message. The ACT# matching process also has two cases, are 

explained as follows: 

 If the ACT# matches, the bank server will approve the transaction 

and keep a record of the transaction in it database. Therefore, a 

conformation message is sent to the POS reader and then to the 

phone to complete the transaction. 

 If the ACT# does not match, the bank server will reject the 

transaction and send a transaction denied message to the POS 

reader then to the phone. 

- Going back, if the sign. message from the phone does not match with the bank 

server database, the transaction will be rejected and a message will be sent to the 
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POS reader and the phone to inform them of the transaction rejection. A flowchart 

is presented in figure 4.6 to show the process of this phase.  

 

In summary, the three phases illustrate the process of the proposed payment 

system’s framework. We have showed how the system is resistant to the relay attack. 

We also provided a novel solution to prevent it by ensuring the proximity of a phone 

to a POS reader. In the next section we will discuss the new cryptography approach 

and the key generation part. 

  

 

Figure 4.6 flowchart of phase 3.3 process. 
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4.3 The Encryption Mechanism & Key Generation 
The new algorithm is a hybrid cryptographic approach that encompasses both 

stream cipher and block cipher features. The algorithm consists of two parts, the key 

generation that inherits the stream cipher features and two rounds of encryption or 

decryption based on block cipher cryptography. This algorithm uses XOR operation for 

encryption or decryption, and in addition to the XOR operation an inversion operation is 

used in the key generation part. Mainly, the algorithm divides the message as well as the 

key into a number of blocks, each one is 128-bit long and each block into chunks, and 

each chunk is 8-bit. By that, the algorithm encrypts or decrypts the message divided 

chunks with key chunks by using the operations mentioned above. The key generation 

part is processed during the encryption or decryption by driving half chunks of the key 

from the cipher text at the end of each round. Then the final key is to be used in the next 

communication. By concatenating both halves, the new key is derived at the end of both 

rounds of encryption or decryption [37].  

This algorithm is suitable for systems such as RFID, and NFC (i.e. resource 

constrained systems), because the use of basic operations such as XOR do not require 

expensive computation. Moreover, this algorithm offers a pre-shared, dynamic, and 

symmetric key that is required by our proposed system to offer more security for the 

transferring of data between a phone and a bank server. 
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4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we presented the framework of the proposed payment system 

using NFC-enabled phones. Moreover, we presented the process of preventing relay 

attack by using a new solution that uses a hashed message generated by the reader in 

order to authenticate itself to the phone and write it that message inside an NFC tag. The 

phone on the reader mode (i.e. one of the three modes that NFC phones can operate on) 

will scan the NFC tag to verify its proximity to the reader. The NFC tag is updated by the 

reader every 24 hours and placed next to a POS reader. In addition, we used a new 

cryptography approach that uses the symmetric key concept. This approach will update 

the keys after each transaction. In the next chapter, we will discuss the implementation 

and the evaluation methodology of the proposed system. 
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Chapter 5 Implementation and Evaluation Methodology  
 
 

In this chapter, we will discuss the implementation of the proposed payment 

system and demonstrate its feasibility. Moreover, we will demonstrate launched the relay 

attack that we launched on a number of payment systems, which are the contactless card 

payment system, the NFC-enabled phone payment system, and the proposed payment 

system. These payment systems are based on NFC technology. Next, we will evaluate the 

experimental results. Finally, we will present the evaluation methodology of the proposed 

system. 

 

5.1 Implementation of the proposed system 
In this section, we present the proof of concept implementation of the proposed 

system. First, we present the experimental tools that we used. After that, we present the 

experimental model of the proposed system and show the three phases needed to 

complete a transaction.  

 

5.1.1 Experimental Tools 
In this section we will present the tools were used in the implementation of the proposed 
system: 

1. NFC-enabled phone 
We used an NFC-enabled phone to emulate the card. The phone we used is LG 

Nexus 4 with Android 4.4.2 operating system, Snapdragon S4 Pro quad-core 1.5GHz 

processor, and internal memory storage of 16 GB [38]. We installed an Android 

application on the phone to emulate a smart card. 
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2. NFC reader  
We used an NFC reader to act as POS. The NFC reader model is ACR122U that 

supports both ISO 14443, and ISO/IEC18092 NFC standards. This reader can be linked 

to a PC and work with developed applications that uses the NFC technology either as 

reader or card emulator [39]. We used this reader as a POS reader with a developed 

desktop application to be used on the proposed system.  

3. Eclipse IDE 
Eclipse is a java development tool used to develop java applications. The eclipse 

tool uses the plugins concept to provide more functionality and flexibility to develop an 

application [40]. One of the plugins is Android SDK Tools. This plugin is used to 

develop java applications that can be installed on phones run on Android operating 

system [41]. We used this tool to develop an Android application to emulate the card and 

scan NFC tags. 

4.  NetBeans IDE 
NetBeans is a development tool for a number of programing languages such as 

Java, HTML, and C/C++ [41]. We used this tool because of its compatibility with Mac 

OSX laptops. With this tool, we developed a desktop application for the POS reader that 

is used in the proposed system.  

5. Mac OSX laptop 
We used a Mac laptop to develop the POS reader application. This laptop is 

running on OSX version 10.9.4 operating system, 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, and a 

RAM memory of 8 GB [42]. We used this laptop as a platform to develop and install the 

desktop application for the POS reader.  
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5.1.2 Experimental model 
In this section we describe the proof of concept implementation process using an 

NFC-enabled phone with a developed Android application installed on the phone to 

emulate the card and read the NFC tags. We also used an NFC reader with a developed 

java application to emulate a POS terminal. The implementation demonstrates the 

execution of the three phases we described in the last chapter. Moreover, we will describe 

the launching of the relay attack on the previous mentioned systems. 

5.1.2.1 Phone Application and Desktop Application Interfaces  
   First, at the user side, we installed an android application on the phone. Figure 5.1 

shows the application installed on the user’s phone. The interface has two buttons, one 

for accessing the tag-scanning screen and another for showing the card-emulating screen. 

Figure 5.2 shows the interface of the phone application. The user will press the scan 

button, and bring the phone in close range to the NFC tag. Then, the application will take 

the user to a new screen that shows information collected from the tag. Figure 5.3 shows 

the screen that displays the collected information from the NFC tag. The second button is 

used to access the card emulation screen where the user needs to tap the phone to POS 

reader to start the transaction (see figure 5.4).   

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5.1 The Phone application 
installed in Nexus 4. 
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Figure 5.2 the phone application interface screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 scanning-tag screen in the phone application. 
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Figure 5.4 the card emulation screen in the phone application. 

 The application’s interface of the POS reader consists of two parts. Figure 5.5 

shows the POS interface in the desktop application. The first part is the StoreID 

generator, which storeowner needs to execute the option of generating StoreID once 

every 24 hours. The second option is the transaction process, which is selected when a 

customer wants to make a payment for a product or a service. 

 

Figure 5.5 the desktop application interface snapshot. 

5.1.2.2 Phase 1 Implementation 
As presented in Chapter Four, this phase is executed at the POS reader. This 

phase is used to generate a StoreID message and write it on the NFC tag. In the desktop 
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application interface we need to select the first option, as shown in figure 5.5 (i.e. desktop 

application interface). After selecting the option, the first part of the screen is showing the 

StoreID generating process. Figure 5.6 shows the process of generating StoreID. On the 

second part of the screen, the application will ask to tap the NFC tag in order to write the 

StoreID on the tag through the POS reader. Figure 5.6 shows the process of writing on 

the tag. At this point we generated and wrote the StoreID in the NFC tag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Shows the StoreID generating process at desktop application. 
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5.1.2.3 Phase 2 Implementation  
This phase is used to ask the customer to scan the NFC tag and collect the StoreID 

by operating the phone in the reader mode. The interface of the application, as mentioned 

previously, has two buttons. After pressing the scan tag button the scan screen will 

request the user to scan the NFC tag. By placing the NFC tag in close range (i.e. up to 

4cm) to the phone, the application was able to collect the information needed (i.e. 

StoreID). Figure 5.7 shows the collected StoreID from the tag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the collected StoreID from the tag at phone application. 

 

5.1.2.4 Phase 3 Implementation 
As we illustrated in Chapter Four, this phase has three sub phases. Therefore, the 

implementation of this phase will be described in three sections. This phase require the 

user to tap the phone to the POS reader in order to start the transaction process. First, the 

POS reader will send the select APDU command to the phone, then the phone responds 
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to that command with a list of available payment services. The list contains the AID’s of 

the payment application supported by the phone’s application. In this implementation we 

used a fake AID (i.e. F0010203040506) for our payment application.  

Next, the POS reader sends a second command that contains the generated 

StoreID to the phone. Then, the phone authenticates the POS reader by matching the 

StoreID message with the collected StoreID from the NFC tag (in the previous phase). 

The phone responded with a successful execution message  (i.e. 9000), which means the 

message matched.  

The POS sends a third command, which is the get processing command, to 

request the ACT# from the phone. Then, the phone sends this request to the application 

server. However, in our implementation this step is processed at the phone’s application. 

Thus, The phone’s application encrypts the ACT# and generate the new key as well as the 

sign. message. Then, it sends the encrypted message concatenated with sign. as a 

response to the POS reader. The POS sends that response to the bank server. In this step, 

we also used the bank server as a part of the desktop application and we used a Microsoft 

Office Excel sheet to act as the bank’s database. We stored the needed information of the 

customer in the Excel sheet. The desktop application matches sign. message with the 

stored sign. messages in the Excel file to authenticate the phone. After, matching the sign. 

message, the desktop application by using the corresponding key Ki decrypts the 

encrypted message and match the ACT# with the database to ensure the integrity of the 

encrypted message. After the ACT# matches, the desktop application sends a message to 

the POS reader contains the approval of the transaction. Subsequently, an 

acknowledgment command is sent to the phone with the approval of the transaction. 
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Following are snapshots of the interface of the desktop application and the phone 

application showing the process of this phase (see figures 5.8,5.9,5.10,and 5.11): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 shows the encryption part of Phase 3.2 at the phone application. 

Figure 5.8 shows the message matching response at desktop 
application (Phase3.1). 
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Figure 5.10 shows the response of the phone to the second command as well as the bank server 
process (Phase 3.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 shows the process of Phase 3.2 and Phase 3.3 at the phone application. 
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5.2 Implementation of Other Payment Systems 
In this section we present an implementation of the contactless payment system 

and mobile payment system that uses the NFC technology. We developed a java 

application to enable the POS reader to communicate with the contactless card (i.e. Credit 

Card using the contactless technology). With the same application the POS reader 

communicates with an Android application (i.e. we developed) installed on the phone. 

The Android application emulates a credit card without any modification to function 

similarly to the currently used NFC-phone payment system.  

In this implementation, we managed to collect all the banking information (i.e. the 

account number, the expiry date, the name of the card holder, and the issuer code) needed 

to make a payment. As a result, we found that the information was sent with no 

encryption. Similarly, the android application sent the information in plain text. 

Following are snapshots of the implementation (see figures 5.12, and 5.13).  

 

Figure 5.12 shows the implementation of contactless card payment system (we blurred the card 
number for security concerns). 
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Figure 5.13 shows the implementation of NFC-enabled mobile payment system. 

 

5.3 Relay attack Implementation  
 In this section we will launch the relay attack on a three payment systems, which 

all use the NFC technology. The three payment systems are the contactless card payment 

system, NFC-phone payment system, and the proposed system. Where we used the proof 

of concept implementation for all of them. The aim of launching the attack is to prove the 

resistance of the proposed system to the relay attack compared with the other currently 

used systems. To launch the attack we used two LG Nexus 7 tablets, which are enabled 

with NFC technology. The tablets use Android OS version 4.4.2, Snapdragon S4 Pro 

quad-core 1.5GHz processor, and internal memory storage of 16GB. The Android 

application we used is NFCSpy, which is an open source application developed by [43]. 
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The application is used to launch the relay attack on the mentioned above systems. The 

application uses WLAN direct (WiFi-P2P), which enables the two tablets to 

communicate with each other. Figure 5.14 shows the connection setup and message 

exchanging between the two Nexus tablets in this implementation. 

 

Figure 5.14 shows the connection setup and message exchanging between the two tablets. 

 

Snapshots are presented of the desktop application interface and the NFCSpy 

application in both tablets to demonstrate the launching of relay attack on the three 

systems. 

 

1. Relay attack on contactless smart card payment system  
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Figure 5.15 shows a snapshot of the log screen in NFCSpy application (we blurred the card number 
for security concerns). 

 

Figure 5.16 shows a snapshot of the POS reader application during the attack on contactless card 
payment (we blurred the card number for security concerns). 
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2. Relay attack on NFC-mobile application payment system  

 

Figure 5.17 a snapshot of the log screen in NFCSpy application, implementation the attack on NFC-
enabled mobile payment. 

 

Figure 5.18 a snapshot of the POS reader application for NFC-mobile payment during the attack. 
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3. Relay attack on proposed payment system  

 

Figure 5.19 a snapshot of NFCSpy application during the attack on the proposed system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20 a snapshot of POS application for proposed system during launching the attack. 
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5.4 Evaluation of Experimental Results  
In this section we will evaluate the proposed system by calculating the 

computational cost, and the communication cost. The communication cost is calculated 

with and without launching the relay attack. In addition, we will analyze the encrypted 

message using an open source tool called Cryptool.  

 

5.4.1 Computational cost 
In this section we will discuss the computational cost for each entity of the proposed 

system. We analyzed the computational cost based on the use of the following operations: 

• Exclusive Logical-OR  (XOR) operation, 

• Comparison operation (CMP), 

• Pseudorandom Number Generator (PRNG), 

• Hash function operation, 

• And the operations added from the new encryption mechanism Inversion 

operation, and 3-bit comparison. 

 

5.4.1.1 The Phone Application and The Application Server  
After the phone received the command containing the StoreID from the POS, the 

phone needs to match both messages. The comparison operation will be executed once 

per a transaction. In addition, we added the computational cost of the communication 

between the phone and the application’s server (ComPhS). As well as, the application’s 

server will execute hash operations in addition to the computational cost of the 

encryption process. The computational cost of the communication between the phone and 

the application’s server (ComSPh) is added to the total. The cost ComPhS and ComSPh 
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are based on the assumption where both communications are secure. Table 2 and 3 show, 

respectively, the computational cost at the phone application and the application server.  

 

Table 5.1 shows the computational cost at the phone application. 

 

Table 5.2 shows the computational cost at the application server. 

5.4.1.2 POS reader 
In the POS reader, the only operations calculated are related to generating the 

StoreID. Since we are assuming the communication between the POS reader and the bank 

server is secure. We added its computational cost variable depending on what 

cryptography algorithm is used we refer to it as ComPB. Table 4 shows the 

computational cost at the POS reader. 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 5.3 shows the computational cost at POS reader. 

5.4.1.3 The Bank server 
In the way of completion of a transaction, the bank server will execute a number 

of operations. These operations are related to the phone authentication and the integrity 

Computational Operations Number of times executed 

CMP 1 

Total 1+ComPhS 

Computational Operations Number of times executed 
Hash function 1 

Enc. cost ((7*256)*2rounds) 
Total 3+Enc.+ComSPh 

Computational Operations Number of times executed 
XOR 1 

PRNG 1 
Hash function 1 

Total 3+ ComPB 
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verification of the encrypted message. In addition, we added the decryption 

computational cost and the computational cost of the communication between the bank 

server and the POS server to the total cost. Table 5 shows the total computational cost at 

the bank server. 

Computational Operations Number of times executed 
CMP 2*n 

Dec. cost ((7*256)*2rounds) 
Total 2*n+Dec.+ComBP 

 

Table 5.4 the computational cost at the bank server. 

5.4.1.4 The New Encryption Mechanism 
Based on the operations we used in our implementation of the new cryptography 

approach, we calculated the computational cost of the encryption or decryption. Where 

the key generation process is included in the encryption or decryption process (see table 

6). 

 

Table 5.5 computational cost of the new cryptography approach implementation. 

5.4.2 Communicational cost 
In this section we calculated the total communication cost for all entities in the 

proposed system based on two cases. These cases are the normal execution of the system 

without any attacks and the execution with lunching a relay attack on the system.  

Computational Operations Number of times executed 
XOR 4 

Inversion 2 
3-bit comparison 1 

Total (7*message bits) per round 
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First, we calculate the communication cost between the phone application and the 

POS reader, where they are exchanging the APDU commands. The communication cost 

is represented by the following equation: 

 (Equation 1) 

Where:  

tcomdi : is the time for sending the command and receiving the response. It is calculated at 

the POS reader.  

Second, The communication cost for the phone application to match the StoreID 

and for the application server to encrypt the ACT# is represented by the following 

equation: 

 (Equation 2) 

 

Where: 

tcmp: is the time to match the StoreID message, 

and tenc. is the time for the encryption process. The communication cost for the encryption 

process is represented by the following equation: 

 (Equation 3) 

Third, the communication cost at the bank server, which is represented by the 

following equation: 

 (Equation 4) 

 

Where: 

tcmp: is the time to compare the sign. message and the ACT# with the bank server 

database, 
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tdec.: is the time for the decryption process, and its cost represented by the following 

equation: 

 (Equation 5) 

   

Finally, the total communication cost for the proposed system in normal execution 

case, is represented by the following equation: 

 (Equation 6) 

 

Where: 

tRBs: is the communication cost between the POS reader , and the Bank server.  

However, the total communication cost for the proposed system with launching 

the relay attack, is represented by the following equation: 

 (Equation 7) 

Where:  

tcomds: is the communication cost of first two commands, because the phone will reject 

any further commands. 

tad: is the communication cost of the delay add by the communication channel of the 

attack. 

Moreover, we present an analysis of the communication cost calculated of the 

implementation experimental results. We implemented the three payment systems, the 

contactless smart card, the NFC-enabled phone payment system, and the proposed 

system. 

  First, we analyze the communication cost without launching the relay attack. 

Table 5.6 shows the time comparison between the payment systems in milliseconds. We 
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noticed the time of the third command of the proposed system is more than the other 

payment systems and that is because of our implementation if the encryption mechanism, 

which is the worst-case implementation and can be optimized to reduce the delay time. 

However, the time for each command in the proposed system as well as the other systems 

is less than 5 seconds per command, which meets the time specifications of the standards. 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the comparison Charts of the communication cost of the three 

payment systems.  

*The 2nd command is not applicable for other scenarios, because it is about the StoreID message matching process. 

 Table 5.6 shows the time for each command of the three payment systems. 

 

 

Figure 5.21 shows the communication cost for the other payment systems. 

 

Scenarios 
1st 
command 2nd command 3rd command** Total time 

Credit Card 88.00 0.00 72.00 187.00 
NFC-enabled 
phone 215.00 0.00 55.00 279.00 
Proposed system 56.00 31.00 1756.00 1843.00 
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Figure 5.22 the communication cost for the proposed system. 

 

Second, we analyze the communication cost with launching the relay attack on 

the three systems. Table 5.7 shows the comparison of the three systems during the attack. 

We can see that the proposed system has no value for the third command, because the 

StoreID message did not match in the phone, so further commands were rejected. On the 

other hand, we can see the other systems were vulnerable to the attack and the transaction 

went through. Also, we can notice that the added delay time from the attack is less than 5 

seconds, which meets the time for a transaction that specified by EMV standards. Figures 

5.23 and 5.24 show the communication cost of the three systems with launching the 

attack. 
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*The 3rd command value is zero in the last scenario, because the new approach will not advance to 
the other command if the messages don’t match in the 2nd command. *The 2nd command is not 

applicable for other scenarios, because it is about the StoreID message matching process. 

Table 5.7 shows the comparison of the three systems during the attack. 

 

Figure 5.23 shows the communication cost comparison of other payment systems with attack. 

 

 

Figure 5.24 shows the communication cost of the proposed system with attack. 
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5.4.3 Cryptool analysis for the encryption mechanism 
The Cryptool is an open source tool used for cryptanalysis [44]. We tested the 

encrypted message with the new cryptography approach [37] using this tool. As we 

mentioned in section 4.3, the key generation part in [37] uses a stream cipher process; 

however we also encrypted the original message (i.e. before encryption) with other well-

known algorithms such as AES, DES, IDEA, MARS, and Two Fish. We present in figure 

5.25 a graph shows of a comparison of the encrypted messages for the new approach and 

the other mentioned above algorithms. The comparison was based on executing a number 

of cryptanalysis tests such as the entropy test, periodicity test, frequency test, poker test, 

run test, and serial test. The entropy test, and the frequency test are statistical tests used to 

test the frequent a letter or a certain pattern of letters occurring in the message bits. The 

periodicity test will check if a letter or a number is cycling through the message. The 

poker test, the run test, and the serial test will tests the randomness in the encrypted 

message. Moreover, the original message consists of hexadecimal numbers, which makes 

the randomness tests results less effective tests. Therefore, we are only interested on 

statistical tests results to compare the new approach with other algorithms. Table 5.8 

shows the comparison result of the mentioned above tests for all algorithms. Even 

though, we run the other tests on the message to get an overview of the results in general.  

As a result of the comparison, we found the level of strength for the encrypted 

message using the new approach is higher than most of the other algorithms, which are 

included in this analysis.  
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Table 5.8 the detailed comparison of encrypted message between the new approach and the other 

algorithms. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.25 The comparison between the new approach and the other algorithms. 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter we presented a proof of concept implementation of our proposed 

system. As well as, we presented an implementation of the currently used payment 

systems such as the contactless smart card, and the NFC-enabled phone payment. 

Moreover, we showed a practical implementation of the relay attack on the proposed 

system and the other systems mentioned above, in order to show the proposed system’s 

ability to prevent the relay attack. We presented the result of our analysis of the three 

systems’ behavior during the attack. In addition, we presented the evaluation 

methodology of our proposed system, where we analyzed the communication cost, and 

computational cost. Finally, we analyzed the new cryptography approach using a 

cryptanalysis tool called Cryptool. The next chapter will be the conclusion of this thesis.  
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Chapter 6 The Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion  
In this work, we proposed a new payment system that is based on NFC-enabled 

mobile payment. The system uses a phone application that emulates a contactless card to 

make payments. In the proposed system a phone will authenticate a POS reader using a 

new location detection mechanism that uses a hashed message (i.e. StoreID) generated by 

the POS reader. This message is stored in an NFC tag as well as in the internal memory 

of the POS reader to be used in the authentication process. Another feature, introduced by 

this mechanism is insuring the proximity of a phone to a POS reader in order to make a 

payment. This process proved that the system is resistant to relay attacks. Moreover, we 

offer the use of a new encryption mechanism to encrypt the banking information in order 

to protect the information from being sent over a public network in a plain text. This new 

approach uses a dynamic symmetric key for encryption. That key is updated after each 

transaction.  

The proposed system meets the criteria mentioned above in Chapter 2 for 

payment systems, which are simplicity, reliability, and availability. It also resists the 

relay attack as we showed earlier in this thesis. 

6.2 Future work 
The proposed system can be optimized to offer a new mechanism that 

authenticates the phone at the POS reader, where this system only offers the 

authentication of a phone at the bank server. Moreover, the proposed system can be 

optimized to provide an offline mode to make a payment, where this system proposes an 

online mode only for making payments. Finally, possible future work is to develop a new 

protocol for RIFD systems that is resistant to the relay attack. 
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